ABSTRACT The online social network has become an important communication tool for people and forms a virtual society interacting with the real world. The numerous events rapidly spread through social networks and may become hotspots in a short period of time. Especially, the negative events vibrate national security and social stability, potentially causing a series of social problems. Therefore, detection and tracking burst hotspots on social networks are of great significance. However, this problem is non-trivial because of the challenges of massive noise, sparsity, high-dimensionality, and dynamic changing. To address these challenges, this paper proposes a distributed method of burst hotspots dynamic detection and tracking based on Map/Reduce. To judge the relevance of the current text and previous texts, the keyword similarity matrix is calculated by using Word2Vec and context information. The keyword weights are modified according to the association model to further reduce noise. The proposed method is not only robust to the sparsity of short text but also overcomes the curse of dimensionality. Finally, it can dynamically detect and track burst hotspots from large-scale short text stream on the Hadoop platform. The experiments have shown that the proposed method outperforms state-of-the-art algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
The vigorous development of online social networks has gradually penetrated into all aspects of people's life, including politics, education, economy and culture. On the one hand it makes people's life more convenient, but on the other hand it brings some negative effects to society. Negative information such as violence and rumors on social networks can cause panic and even affect social stability.
There are a large number of topics generated every day in social networks, and the evolution of these topics presents different characteristics [1] . Some topics gradually gain popularity and then slowly decline. And some other topics gain a lot of popularity in a short period of time, reach the peak and then decline quickly, called burst topics. Crane et al. [2] defined a topic with peak popularity above 20% of its total
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Wenbing Zhao. popularity as burst topic. Burst topics are usually triggered by breaking news, real world events, malicious rumors, etc. [3] , [4] . From a practical perspective, outbreak period [5] would be an important quantity for many online problems. There are some predicting applications in different areas [6] , but to predict the burst of Web contents is still a challenging topic. How burst topics diffuse and what public opinions are in the outbreak period are very important. Burst topics detection and tracking is of great significance for emergency monitoring.
However, in the era of mobile Internet, as the pace of life continues to speed up, simple and fast interaction with phrases are important to people with busy lifestyles. For example, people often use simple keywords to query information on search engines and communicate with friends by Twitter, Facebook and others. Although Chen et al. [7] recognized the human activity by multilayer extreme learning machine, human activity online is hard to analyze. The paper only focuses on the contents published on the Internet. Nowadays enormous amounts of texts are constantly being produced. According to the recent statistics [8] , around 500 million tweets created on Twitter every day. These texts are noisy, various, continuous, infinite and dynamic [9] . Their text content and attention degree dynamically change [10] . The central idea of topic also changes over time [11] . The correlation of context is very strong. The timeliness of information is getting higher and higher. These problems make it increasingly difficult to detect and track topics timely and accurately. TF-IDF (term frequency-inverse document frequency) measure, VSM (vector space model), and normal text clustering methods may not work well when applied to short texts.
Based on the above problems, this paper proposes a distributed method of burst hotspots dynamic detection and tracking on large-scale text stream (BHDDT). The texts are processed one by one. Each topic is a sequence of texts which are closely related. The latest text of each topic reflects the latest developments of incident and public opinion. The latest text set of existing topics is used as the context to process the current text. First of all, the algorithm preprocesses the short texts, then calculates the keyword similarity matrix by using context information to judge the relevance of current text and previous texts, overcoming the sparsity caused by less keywords in short texts. Secondly, each new text does not need to be compared with all existing texts, but only needs to calculate the association degree with the latest text set of existing topics, thereby avoiding the increasing complexity caused by the ever-increasing data size. And then, the keyword weights are adjusted to highlight important keywords and suppress secondary keywords for the associated texts. At the same time, to detect irrelevant information, a threshold is set to adjust the deviation degree on each keyword, and filter out a large amount of redundant information. Finally, through these measures, the performance is guaranteed to be stable, efficient and accurate. The contribution of this work is mainly three-fold:
1) This paper calculates the keyword similarity matrix by using Word2Vec and context information to judge the relevance of current text and previous texts. It can cope with the sparsity and high-dimensionality problems of short texts, and can obtain the representative words of each cluster. 2) This paper sets a threshold to adjust the deviation degree on each keyword, highlights important keywords and suppresses secondary keywords for associated texts. A large amount of redundant information is further reduced. 3) Our proposed algorithm is parallelized based on Map/Reduce, which greatly improves the efficiency of the program operation and has good performance on large-scale text stream, avoiding the increasing complexity caused by the ever-increasing data size. The rest of this paper proceeds as follows. Section II describes related work. Section III presents preliminaries. Section IV introduces our solution for burst hotspot dynamic detection and tracking. Experiments are conducted in Section V to evaluate our solution. Section VI concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK A. TRADITIONAL TEXT CLUSTERING METHODS
Traditional long-text clustering methods generally calculate similarity by text feature vectors, such as typical partitionbased clustering methods [12] , hierarchical-based clustering methods [13] , and density-based clustering methods [14] .
The overall idea of partition-based clustering methods [15] is finally dividing a text set (N records) into K (K << N) packets, where each group representing a category. The evaluation standard of clustering results is that the correlation of records within a group is as close as possible, and the correlation of records between different groups is as far as possible. Furthermore, each record must belongs to a unique group, and each group contains at least one record. K-means [16] , K-medoids [17] and CLARANS [18] are based on partitioning ideas. The advantages of such algorithms are simple and efficient. The disadvantages are described as follows. First, the clustering effect has a great dependence on the initial value selection; besides, there is no good way to choose the appropriate initial value. These problems cause the clustering time to be very unstable. Second, the noises and isolated points are not well handled. Finally, when data set is large, the processing time is difficult to be required, and the results are easy to fall into the local optimum.
Hierarchical-based clustering methods determine the relevance of the processed text set layer by layer until reaching the exit condition [19] . According to different processing orders, there are two ways of bottom-up and top-down. The following takes bottom-up hierarchical clustering as an example. It initially treats each element as a separate class, then analyses the association between classes, combines the classes that reach association threshold, and makes the same decision on the newly obtained class until the exit condition is reached [20] . There are many algorithms based on hierarchical clustering [21] , such as BIRCH [22] , CURE [23] and CHAMELEON [24] . Hierarchical clustering methods are relatively more flexible than partition-based methods. However, hierarchical clustering methods have higher computation complexity and time complexity. As less characteristic information, the cluster similarity is judged in large error, which will affect the subsequent judgments.
Density-based clustering methods are not based on the similarity between elements and classes, but on the density of elements distributions. Therefore, it can avoid its overdependence on the shape of text distribution that determines similarity based on distance. If the density of points in a region is greater than the threshold, the point is assigned to the cluster adjacent to it [25] . DBSCAN [26] , OPTICS [27] and DENCLUE [28] are all density-based clustering algorithms. DBSCAN is extremely sensitive to the scan radius and the minimum number of points included. Subtle changes in these two parameters will have a great effect on clustering results. Unfortunately, the choices of these two parameters do not have a fixed rule to follow, and can only be artificially set by experience.
These methods use TF-IDF (Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency) to calculate the weights of keywords, and calculate the distance or similarity of two texts based on feature vector [29] , [30] . A good clustering result can be obtained for long texts because a long text generally has many feature words. Even if the extracted feature vectors have error, there is no significant effect on clustering results. Short texts on social networks have the simplification characteristic [31] . At the same time, the weights of keywords calculated by TF-IDF are close to 0. As a result, the similarity between texts is calculated with a big error. Processing time and memory resource are wasted. When topics are varied and text data is large-scale, performance will drop rapidly and it will be difficult to complete in a short time. Therefore, this global range of text vector representations is not suitable for social network short texts.
B. SHORT TEXT CLUSTERING METHODS
In recent years, algorithms for short text clustering are emerging in an endless stream, but most of them are improved on traditional clustering algorithms [32] , [33] , like WRKmeans [12] and spherical K-means [34] , which partly improve the clustering results of short text. However, to solve the problem of massive data processing, their precisions are still low; and calculations cost lots of time.
Shen et al. [35] proposed five Single-Pass clustering algorithms: SPB, SP-WC, SP-NN, SP-WNN, and SP-LF. Single-Pass clustering algorithm is a classic method of data stream clustering, processing datasets in real-time or offline. It can effectively cope with dynamic changes of text content. Single-Pass clustering algorithm is relatively sensitive to the order of input text, but it has little effect on the clustering results of datasets organized by time. For each new text, the similarities between the text and existing texts are calculated. The calculation complexity rapidly increases as data size grows.
The clustering algorithms improved on traditional clustering algorithms have poor performance because of the sparsity of short text. Some methods were proposed to solve the sparsity problem from the theoretical encoding [36] . In this paper, two new ways are proposed to solve the sparsity. One way is to expand short texts to long texts by using external knowledge sources such as Wikipedia [37] , WordNet [20] , HowNet [38] , peripheral information sources [39] , etc. However, the creation and maintenance of such resources can be very expensive and complex. The expanding methods significantly increase calculation. The other way is word embedding such as Word2Vec [40] and Doc2Vec [41] . Word2Vec analyzes semantic based on the dimensions of words, without considering paragraphs and sentences. Doc2Vec adds a paragraph vector based on Word2Vec. It can be used for text clustering and text categorization. However, Doc2Vec separately trains each local context window without taking advantage of the statistics contained in the global co-occurrence matrix. Doc2Vec cannot represent and process polysemous words.
Term co-occurrence clustering algorithms [42] , [43] work well on scientific literature dataset, but they are very sensitive to the selected terms. The short texts on social networks have various irregular terms, resulting in uncertainty issues. WordCom [44] combines K-means and co-occurrence clustering for short text clustering by identifying word communities. WordCom is robust to sparse short texts. But it has the problems of high dimensionality and difficulty dealing with long texts.
C. TOPIC MODELS
The research on topic model was originally derived from Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) [45] proposed by Christos H. Papadimitriou et al. Compared with VSM, LSI has smaller dimension and clearer semantic relationship. The disadvantages are that LSI lacks rigorous mathematical statistics foundation; the complexity of SVD decomposition is high; LSI cannot solve the problem of polysemous words; LSI cannot calculate the relevance degree between topics on time series.
Thomas Hofmann proposed Probabilistic Latent Semantic Indexing (PLSI) [46] . PLSI can quantitatively analyze the contribution of each word to the topic, so that the topics in different semantic spaces are connected. By means of the probability distribution of words within topics, PLSI can analyze the relevance degree between topics. The disadvantages are that PLSI is difficult to handle dynamically added documents; overfitting can occur in some datasets; the parameters linearly increase, and the performance of processing large-scale text data is difficult to meet the requirements.
Blei et al. [47] proposed Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). LDA has been widely used and has derived many improved versions, such as BTM [48] , GSDMM [49] . By introducing Dirichlet distribution, LDA is a complete probability generation model with strong mathematical theory. The parameter settings are relatively fixed. LDA is regardless with the size of training text dataset, and has good generalization ability. So in the large-scale text dataset, LDA performs better in target topic mining. However, LDA does not consider the order of words, assumes that the number of topics is fixed, and ignores topics' declining, dividing, and transferring.
III. PRELIMINARIES A. TEXT STREAM
A text sequence is a sequence of large, fast, and contiguous data sequences that can be thought as a dynamic dataset growing indefinitely over time. The following firstly describes text sequence in a formal way. On this basis, sliding time window and the texts collected within it are defined. We summarize all of our notations in Table 1 . 
1) TEXT SEQUENCE
In the time-series text data, temporally consecutive text data items and their time windows form a text sequence TS = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x k , . . . }, where x k is the kth arriving text.
2) MICRO-TEXT
A micro-text on social networks is a short text message represented as
where W k is the keywords set in x k , u k is the author of microtext x k , and t is its posting time.
3) SLIDING WINDOW TEXT
Sliding window text is defined as a set of text on (t, t + p]:
where t denotes time, p denotes time interval, time series is divided by (t, t + p]. The principle of sliding window is shown in Figure 1 . Assuming that v is the speed of the text sequence, S t is the total amount of SW t , S t can be calculated by (3):
When p = 1 (unit time interval), v = 1 (one text per unit time), then S t = 1, indicating that only one piece of text enters the time window in the unit time interval, which is the classic single-pass process. If p is a constant, SW t is a steady sliding time window. If p is mutable, SW t is a dynamic window with higher flexibility and complexity.
B. BURST TOPIC 1) BURST TOPIC
A burst topic is defined as a topic with peak popularity above 20% of its total popularity [2] .
In this paper, Twitter dataset ''tweet7'' [50] collected by Yang and Leskovec is tested. As shown in Figure 2 , the horizontal axis represents the total popularity obtained by the hashtag, and the vertical axis represents the total number of hashtags whose total popularity exceeds the corresponding horizontal axis value. The total popularity of these hashtags is subject to a power-rate distribution, with most hashtags get a small total popularity, and only a few hashtags gain a lot of popularity.
As shown in Figure 3 , the horizontal axis represents the peak amount, and the vertical axis represents the number of hashtags whose peak amount exceeds the corresponding horizontal axis value. Most burst hashtags peaked in the first 5 hours, and only a few burst hashtags peaked above 1000.
As shown in Figure 4 , this paper logarithmically rescales the horizontal axis in this figure due to the large variances present among active periods of different hashtags (notice that they range from one to several thousand hours). For each observed value on the blue line, the empirical cumulative distribution tells the fraction of hashtags for which the durations of active periods are shorter than this value. For more than 15% of hashtags, their durations of active periods are shorter than 24 hours. For about 60% of hashtags, their durations are shorter than 100 hours. For about 20% of hashtags, their durations are longer than a week.
The number of texts on most topics is small, and these topics are not popular. It can be said that they are noises. In addition, the number of burst topics that are popular is small, but these burst topics have a great influence on the public and society. Therefore, most topics that are not popular can be ignored. Detection and tracking the few burst topics are more important.
IV. MODEL
In order to detect and track burst hotspots on social networks, this paper first extracts keywords according to the characteristics of short text. Then, according to the keywords, the corpus is clustered to discover and track the topics. Finally BHDDT (burst hotspots dynamic detection and tracking) is implemented on Hadoop platform to improve efficiency.
A. KEYWORD EXTRACTION
The number of keywords in a short text is very small, so each keyword has a great contribution to the description of the text. If extracted keywords are not accurate enough, there will be a large error, which will have a great effect on clustering results. Therefore, extracted keywords should reflect the relevant information contained in the text as much as possible. Related keywords must be used to identify the event features such as ''What is it?'', ''Who are relevant?'', ''When does it happen?'', and ''Where is it?''. Consequently, relevant characters, places and event description are extracted as the keywords of a text.
A typical microblog text generally contains nickname of microblog author, @someone, and specific content (related event information and involved people). Word segmentation methods do not deal with nicknames in texts very well, so this paper extracts character information of the text with ''@'' followed by ''space'' or ''@'' followed by '':'' as dividing line (identifier). Geographical names can be extracted directly according to the part of speech provided by word segmentation method. Since event keyword is after verb, this paper takes verb-like word in each sentence as the beginning of event keyword, and then uses noun-like word within certain distance as event keyword. The length in this algorithm is the distance between the verb-like word and the noun-like word. To ensure they are a group and avoid other situations, the upper limit of length is set to 3. The details of keyword extraction algorithm are shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Keyword Extraction Algorithm
Input: WS //WS is the list of x k after word segmentation Output: Texts belonging to the same topic have very strong correlation on content. In order to overcome the sparsity problem existing in short texts processing on social networks, this paper constructs similarity matrix through two texts of the temporally nearest neighbors and determines the correlation between each other by proposed association model.
Assuming current processing text is Word2Vec [51] . vec k i is word vector of w k i , and vec j is word vector of w j . The similarity is calculated by cosine distance. C = (c ij ) M×N is the similarity matrix of W k and W . c ij can be calculated by (4) .
According to the similarity matrix C, the offset of each keyword within x k can be known. In order to quantify the offset of each keyword, if some elements of C exceed threshold λ, these elements are set to 1, and other elements are set to 0. Keyword offset matrix D = (d ij ) M×N can be calculated by (5) .
where
denotes the ith row of C, and threshold λ ∈ (0, 1] is used to measure deviation degree of each keyword. If all elements in one line are 0, it means that the keyword has small similarity with all keywords of previous text, and the keyword can be judged as a noise. By multiplying associated topic text weight vector, primary keywords are retained, and noise is removed. Then the weights of primary keywords are reassigned, which enhances the primary keywords and reduces the effect of noise.
In order to judge the relevance of current text and existing topics, the relevance degree of x k and x can be calculated by (6) .
where n k is the number of non-zero lines in D.
The clustering process is shown in Figure 5 . If there is more than half of keywords in one text are similar with the keywords of another text and these similarities exceed the threshold, the two texts are associated; otherwise the two texts are not associated. If sim k ≥ 0.5, x k is associated with x .x in L is replaced with x k and added to the topic that contains x . Here, two main factors are considered. The first factor is time. We select the temporal nearest topic whose similarity is greater than the threshold. The second is to reduce computation and improve performance. Otherwise, x k and x will not be associated. In the massive social networks short texts, there are many types and numbers of topics. The text size of each topic is unevenly distributed, and there are a large number of isolated texts and noise words. In order to eliminate isolated points in the topics set Z, prevent the scale of L from increasing indefinitely, and ensure algorithm's stability, efficiency and accuracy, Z and L are regularly updated. The topic sequence TP k ⊆ Z, TP k is all related texts set of z k , lifet k is lifetime of z k , and l k is total number of texts in TP k . If lifet k > τ hour and l k < η, delete TP k from Z and x k from L, where x k is the latest text in TP k . L is the copy of L before the t-G×p time, t is the time of current processing text and G is a positive integer. To control the time interval, we set p = 1 minute and G = 5, that is, every 5 minutes detect whether topics have new text. If L ∩ L is not empty, it means that some texts in L are not updated continuously, that is, some topics have no new text coming. Then update Any text that is unrelated to context and final output can be considered as noise. Text is unstructured data and has a variety of noise. Noise will increase time and memory cost, and more seriously, precision will decrease. Therefore, it is very important to eliminate noise and minimize the adverse effects of noise.
In this paper, stopwords and irrelevant characters are filtered out by stopword list (1900 stopwords) in preprocessing, and noise is further filtered by the association model proposed in section IV-B.
Current processing text is 
, and the initial weight α k i of w k i can be calculated by (7) .
The updated weight vector of (8) .
In order to highlight important keywords and suppress secondary keywords, the keyword weight of x k is adjusted 
E. DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING
In this paper, Hadoop distributed platform and Map/Reduce mode are used to preprocess massive short texts. The text data is assigned to each distributed node for preprocessing. As shown in Figure 6 , the text sequence is divided into N blocks; NameNode and JobTracker are deployed in Master node; DataNode and TaskTracker are deployed in worker nodes. The key value of Map output is set to be the same, and all Map output is controlled in a Reduce function. Get the keywords from each text first, and then cluster the texts. The algorithm is implemented as follows: 1) JobTrack is responsible for the assignment of tasks and equalization scheduling. The text sequence is divided into N pieces of SW t data according to the time interval p, and the task data is distributed to each node (TaskTracker); 2) The Map function obtains the key value pairs of <line number, line content>, extracts keywords of line content, obtains keywords of the texts, and outputs the key value pair of <keyword, text ID_ keyword>; 3) The combine process merges the key-value pairs that have the same key. Since all keys of the map output are keyword, all the map output will be merged into the key-value pairs like <keyword, <text1 keyword, text2 keyword, . . . >>, and obtains N key-value pair sequences of <key, list<value>>; 4) In the Reduce process, a reduce function gets all the map output and merges them into a text sequence. The text
. . }. Then the hotspots are detected and tracked in the text sequence.
V. EXPERIMENTS
Experiments in this paper comprehensively evaluate the performance of BHDDT both in stand-alone mode and Map/Reduce mode from running time, speed-up ratio, VOLUME 7, 2019 precision, recall, F1-score and NMI. Experimental environment is a Hadoop platform with 11 nodes. Each server has 16*Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E7320 @ 2.13GHz, 16GB memory, 1GB cache and 2GB swap area. The operating system is 64-bit Linux operating system (Red Hat 4.1.2-42).
A. METRICS FOR EVALUATING ALGORITHM QUALITY
Precision P, recall R, F1-score and NMI are used to evaluate the performance, as shown in (9), (10), (11) and (12), respectively. The precision rate and recall rate are taken as the average of precision rate and recall rate under each topic category.
where TP is the number of the true positives, FP is the number of the false positives, and FN is the number of the false negatives.
1) NMI
Suppose A = {A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A k } is a set of k clusters contained in a dataset and B = {B 1 , B 2 , . . . , B k } is a set of k clusters obtained by a specific algorithm. NMI is defined as
where n denotes the total number of texts, n ij is the number of data points in the ground truth cluster A i that are assigned to the computed cluster B j , n A i is the number of data points in the ground truth cluster A i , and n B j is the number of data points in the computed cluster B j .
B. PRELIMINARIES TEST
Short texts in social networks have the characteristics of fast update and large quantity. If they are processed in standalone mode, it cannot meet the demand when the amount of data is large, because of CPU processing power and memory size limitations. The clustering program in stand-alone mode is tested and the results are shown in Figure 7 . 60%-70% of the running time is consumed in preprocessing such as word segmentation, denoising, feature extraction, etc. The time involved in the specific clustering operation is only a small part.
We test 434 topics, and the results are shown in Figure 8 . It can be seen that most of the topics can reach 10 within 1 hour. Compared with the initial stage of topics, we pay more attention to the outbreak stage. Although it will miss a few scattered texts from initial to outbreak, all texts can be collected and analyzed after topics burst. As a result, we set the parameters of BHDDT as follow, λ = 0.5, τ = 1, η = 10. 
C. PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS
We compared our proposed method BHDDT with existing state-of-the-art algorithms including spherical K-means (spk -means) [34] , K-means [16] , SP-WC [35] , SP-NN [35] , LDA [47] , GSDMM [49] and WordCom [44] .
1) DATASETS
Experimental datasets for evaluation include Sina microblogs dataset (including 10 topic categories and 6000 texts that have been labeled), DBLP titles dataset (including 5 labels Data Mining, Affective Computing, Database, NLP and Parallel Computing) and Twitter_30 (30 classes and each class contains at least 50 short texts).
2) PARAMETER SETTINGS
First of all, the parameter settings are set for Sina dataset. For LDA, we used the same parameter settings as in [48] , where parameters were tuned via grid search for short text corpora, α = 0.05 and β = 0.01. For GSDMM, we set α = 0.1 and β = 0.1 as was done in [49] . For WordCom, we set α = 0.5 and β = 0.05 as in [44] . For SP-NN and SP-WC, the similarity threshold is fixed as 0.53, t sim is fixed as 0.53 and the window size is fixed at 7 as was done in [35] . For K-means and spk-means, we set K = 10, and initial centers are randomly selected. For BHDDT in stand-alone mode, we set the parameters of BHDDT as described in section V-B and select 10 initial texts as the initial centers from 10 topic categories respectively.
Secondly, the parameter settings are set for Twitter_30. The parameters of LDA, SP-WC, SP-NN, GSDMM and WordCom remain the same. In addition, for K-means and spk-means, we set K = 30 and initial centers are randomly selected. For BHDDT in stand-alone mode, we set the parameters of BHDDT as described in section V-B and select 30 initial texts as the initial centers separately from 30 topics.
Thirdly, the parameter settings are set for DBLP titles dataset. The parameters remain the same for LDA, SP-WC, SP-NN, GSDMM and WordCom. In addition, for K-means and spk-means, we set K = 5 and initial centers are randomly selected. For BHDDT in stand-alone mode, we set the parameters of BHDDT as described in section V-B and select 5 initial titles as the initial centers separately from the 5 labels' titles.
The results of experiment on Sina microblogs dataset are shown in Table 2 We marked the best performing algorithm in bold. First, when there is no noise, BHDDT has the highest precision, and recall is lower than GSDMM. It is because BHDDT filters out some texts that have low popularity and edge points. GSDMM has the highest recall and F1, but could not converge at the exact number of clusters. Secondly, as shown in Table 1 and Figure 9 , when add 1000, 2000 and 3000 noise texts to the Sina microblogs dataset, BHDDT has higher stability, because BHDDT only pay attention to the 10 topics, ignoring the noise. On the contrary, the performance of SP-WC, SP-NN, K-means and spk-means decline quickly, because they are very sensitive to the noise texts and hardly work.
The results of experiment on Twitter_30 dataset are shown in Table 3 It can be seen that BHDDT has the best performance. There are a lot of internet slangs, polysemy and approximation terms in Twitter_30, which are the shortcomings of term co-occurrence methods. And each short text within Twitter_30 contains few words and the vast majority occurs only once. Therefore, WordCom hardly works and the performance of GSDMM is not so good. In addition, SP-WC, SP-NN, K-means, spk-means and LDA have poor performance on Twitter_30 dataset. BHDDT is specially designed to handle large-scale short text stream on social networks, where BHDDT has the best performance.
The results of experiment on DBLP titles dataset are shown in Table 4 . DBLP is an academic paper dataset that use normative terms, so the performance of all methods is quite good. The performance of BHDDT, WordCom and GSDMM is good. Especially, BHDDT has the best performance.
D. PROCESSING TIME TEST
The processing time of BHDDT in stand-alone mode and Map/Reduce mode (6 distributed nodes) is tested. The time-consuming of stand-alone BHDDT, Map/Reduce VOLUME 7, 2019 BHDDT and K-means to process different sizes of data are compared as shown in Figure 10 .
In the case of small amount of data, BHDDT takes less time in stand-alone mode than in Map/Reduce mode. This is because Hadoop platform itself is designed to handle big data, but it cannot take advantage of it when the amount of data is small. On the contrary, the consumption of network transmission and task scheduling increases time-consuming. However, as the size of data increases, the time-consuming of BHDDT increases linearly, while the time-consuming of K-means grows in an unstable state. This is mainly because the performance of K-means has a great relationship with the selection of initial points.
In the case of large-scale data, the time-consuming of K-means increases sharply. Compared with K-means, the time-consuming of BHDDT is low, especially Map/ Reduce BHDDT. This shows that K-means cannot solve the problem of big data clustering well, and the time-consuming of BHDDT increases linearly as the amount of data increases, which indicates that BHDDT has better stability and scalability. In the case of large-scale data, Hadoop platform takes advantage of its potential and has a high throughput rate for big data.
E. SCALABILITY TEST
The scalability of Map/Reduce BHDDT is tested. The speedup ratio is the ratio of the time it takes for the same task to run in a single-processor system and a parallel processor system, measuring the performance and effectiveness of parallel system or program parallelization. Time-consuming and speedup experiments of Map/Reduce BHDDT for processing 150MB text sets (approximately 400,000 microblogs) using different number of nodes, shown in Figure 11 .
It can be seen that time-consuming decreases with the increasing of the number of nodes, and speedup ratio increases with the number of nodes, indicating that Map/Reduce BHDDT has good scalability.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes a distributed method of dynamic detection and tracking burst hotspots on social networks. The problem of sparsity is solved by judging the relevance of current text between previous texts by the keyword similarity matrix of adjacent text. The topic detection and tracking technology is integrated into the same system. By analyzing the algorithm's bottleneck, BHDDT algorithm is parallelized based on Map/Reduce, which greatly improves the efficiency of the program operation and solves the problem that the clustering algorithm degrades with the increase of data volume. According to our comparison experiments, BHDDT has better performance in terms of running time, precision, recall rate, NMI and scalability than other algorithms. In this paper, BHDDT only implements partial parallelization. Although the clustering part is still handled by a single machine, the performance of BHDDT is greatly improved. The processing power of each node of Hadoop is not well utilized, and there is room for further improvement. Therefore, BHDDT will be further improved and optimized. In future work we will carry out evolutionary prediction analysis on short text sequences of social networks. 
